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USER INSTRUCTION  
AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL 

 

BRIDGE & FORM GUARD SAFETY 
POST™ 

  

-WARNINGS - SAFETY FIRST! 
 
 

READ THESE  
WARNINGS (pages 1 - 5) and INSTRUCTIONS (pages 6 - 10) 

BEFORE USING the  
BRIDGE & FORM GUARD SAFETY POST™ 

 
1. Before use of this system, read and understand all instructions, warnings, cautions and 

notes marked on the equipment and contained in these instructions and warnings. 
 
2. Although we use standard safety equipment and standard values for our engineering, the 

Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ and components are designed and tested as a system 
using modern shock absorber type lanyards, retractables, rope grabs, and approved 
harnesses.  Use of components that have not been designed and/or tested for use with this 
system can be dangerous and lead to injury or death.  Contact Guardian Fall Protection if 
you are unsure about using an equivalent product. 

 
3. Do not attach anything other than a complete personal fall arrest system directly to the 

Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ system without additional testing.  At this point the 
Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™  is only for anchorage of fall protection equipment, and 
not more than two persons between any two posts at one time.  No suspension (such as - 
but not limited to - bosun’s chairs or scaffolds) should be attempted using the Bridge & Form 
Guard Safety Post™ as an attachment or support point.   

 
4. There may be an application for use of the system as a positioning system, but that has not 

been evaluated by Guardian at this time. Consult with Guardian before using this system in 
a manner that is not covered by these instructions.  

 
5. Treat the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ and its components with respect.  Your life is 

on the line!  Use care when moving, shipping or storing them.  Do not hammer or 
weld on the device.  Although they are durable, they must withstand tremendous 
force during a fall.  Kinks, bends, or dents in the aluminum or steel or cracks or 
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breaks in the welds can affect the way the system works.  Kinked or damaged cable 
may be less strong than when new. If damaged from rough handling, an impact 
force, material movement or other accident, or a fall arrest - remove from service 
and replace it with another new unit.  Return the unit to Guardian Fall Protection for 
inspection or replacement. 

 
6. Any fall protection equipment that is involved in a personnel fall incident or is struck 

by a weight shall be removed from service immediately and discarded or returned to 
Guardian Fall Protection for inspection or a qualified person shall inspect and re-
certify the unit for continued use.  Document such inspections.  

 
7. Failure to install, use, and/or remove the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ 

equipment in a safe manner by skilled and trained craftsmen can result in serious 
injury or death.  Until the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ is properly installed, 
use alternate fall protection means.  Ask your supervisor for proper training.  

 
8. The Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ allows for a worker to wear a personal fall arrest 

system that limits free fall to less than 6 feet and fall forces to less than 900 lbs.  Users must 
preferably wear a Guardian Fall Protection full body harness and shock absorbing lanyard 
designed to reduce fall forces to 900 lbs. or less, or an equivalent.  Retractable lanyards, 
rope and rope grabs and cable and cable grabs are also potentially useful, and should meet 
the lanyard and free fall criteria above as well.  

 
9. It is critical to install the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ properly.  The Bridge & Form 

Guard Safety Post™ is mounted directly into a core hole (>3.5" i.d) drilled 9-12" deep into 
concrete, or into a PVC pipe embed (> 3.5" i.d.) set 9" to 12" deep in the concrete.   

 
10. The units are designed to work in minimum 4000 lb. concrete.  In higher grade concrete the 

strength increases.  However, do not reduce the embedment depth beyond 9" without new 
engineering.   

 
11. In bulb tees the concrete should cover (at base of embed or core hole) should be ½" to 1" or 

more.         
 
12. The edge of the core hole or embed should be a minimum of 1'3" from any edge. 
 
13. Avoid any embedded rebar, tensioning strands, conduit, or other embedments/obstructions 

in the structural concrete.  If the concrete in the area of the penetration is weak, 
honeycombed, spalling, rotten, or showing signs of weakness or aging, do not use this 
concrete area to secure a Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™. 

  
14. Once the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™  is attached, the user is responsible to repair 

or replace surface coating or waterproofing material that was on the surface of the concrete 
and which may have been removed or penetrated to mount the Bridge & Form Guard 
Safety Post™.  Generally, the contractor and lifeline installer should be or should become 
familiar with the proper method to insure a waterproof installation.  Failure to do so will 
possibly result in water infiltration. Water infiltration into the temporary holes will not readily 
affect the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ but may affect your concrete.  Guardian Fall 
Protection does not supply materials or specifications related to the nearly infinite types of 
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waterproofing and surfacing systems that may be affected by penetrating the concrete 
structural substrate, (if applicable).   

 
15. The Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ is a single use item.  If involved in arresting a fall or 

the system is struck with a weight (or a load), the unit(s) involved should be taken out of 
service and replaced and returned for inspection.  They may be reusable after inspection 
depending on the load arrested.  Contact Guardian Fall Protection @ 253-854-5877 or toll 
free @ 800-466-6385 for assistance. .  

 
16. The Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ system stops a fall by elastically and inelastically 

deforming, absorbing fall forces and arresting the fall, incorporating and including flexion, 
expansion and constructively bending the patented  Guardian Shock Absorbing (Steel) 
Topper™ Plates and the Guardian Bridge and Form Guard Safety (Aluminum) Safety 
Post™, through deflection and bending of the shock absorbing post , sag and stretch of the 
wire rope, and extension of the personal shock absorbing lanyard or retracting lanyard.  
Consider the stretch, sag, bending, and lanyard extension when determining the best 
location to install the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ in order to minimize the total free 
fall and any impact potential to items below.  Use of a shorter lanyard, a retracting lanyard or 
closer spacing of the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ to the work area greatly reduces 
the fall distance.   

 
17. The Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ , when used as directed, and when subjected to a 

substantial fall arrest event, will result in deformation of the parts, and may result in some 
deformation or stress to the structure.  The consequential repairs necessary to remove and 
replace Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ is an expected part of owning a fall protection 
system that is used to arrest a fall or take a load impact.  Guardian Fall Protection is not 
responsible for the stability or quality of the structure that the Guardian Bridge & Form Guard 
Safety Post™  is mounted on or in, or for the quality of the workmanship of the placement of 
the embeds, or the concrete structure.   

 
18. This device does not guarantee your safety; Guardian Fall Protection does not guarantee 

that no injury will occur if a person falls while working with this unit.  Use of this device is only 
expected to reduce the likelihood of serious injury and limit the total fall distance if a fall 
occurs.  Other means to limit the likelihood of a fall should be considered as well, such as 
work positioning, clean surfaces, weather considerations, proper footing, guarding, 
positioning, etc.  

 
19. Once a worker has fallen, the employer must have a plan and a method to rescue him, and 

give treatment for any injury he may have sustained in the fall. 
  
1. Do not use Guardian Fall Protection equipment until you have been trained and fully 

understand the device and these instructions.  If you have any questions regarding the safe 
installation, use, or removal of Guardian safety equipment, or need additional instructions, 
call Guardian Fall Protection @ 800-466-6385.  Call Guardian for Spanish translation or 
assistance with other languages. Additional costs may apply.  

 
2. DANGER - Horizontal lifeline position is important to the operation of the post.  A turnbuckle 

will be provided upon request and may be used to aid in final adjustment of the cable.  But, it 
is never intended to be used to fully tighten the cable.  DO NOT JUDGE TENSION BY EYE!  
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Measure

 

 the sag in the cable at the mid point of the largest bay with a rule!  DO NOT tighten 
the cable too much!  Pre-sag (as designated herein), in the cable allows the cable to stretch, 
and the falling weight produces a better “sling angle” when the cable tightens, and reduces 
the forces on the safety posts which in turn will. 

3. DANGER - Do not over tighten the cable.  The cable must be 3/8" 7 x 19 Galvanized Air 
Craft Cable, as supplied by Guardian or equal.  Original systems are supplied with cable. 
Use of 3 (three) forged conventional wire rope clips, or equivalent - such as a drop forged fist 
grip clip, is recommended to develop the termination/connections.  Use of thimbles in eye 
loops is recommended to reduce cable wear.  Cables must have sag.  Tightening the cable 
increases the force during a fall!  The following table gives minimum

 

 sag for various spacing 
of posts.  Increased sag in cable will result in increased total fall distance. In all cases the 
sag is set where we have experienced no discernable flexion of the Post or the Topper™ 
during final tightening of the cable. It is permissible to use more sag, and the total fall 
distance should be adjusted accordingly.  

4. Note we have used a 6' conventional lanyard with a 900 lb. max. force shock pack, as sold 
by Guardian Fall Protection for testing . Use of retractable lanyards should decrease your 
total fall distance by approximately 4'. (Assumes lock up in up to 2' and similar travel (braking 
mechanism inside the retractors) during deceleration on the retractor as compared to a 
shock absorbing lanyard. 

 
5. If a distance between posts is in between the steps on the chart enclosed, use the higher

 
MINIMUM SAG REQUIRED AND ANTICIPATED TOTAL FALL DISTANCE 

BASED ON 2 WORKERS BETWEEN POSTS THAT COULD FALL AT ONE TIME.  
 

 
sag distance.  (For instance if the posts are spaced at 24 feet use the sag distance for 30' 
post spacing). 

BRIDGE & 
FORM GUARD 

SAFETY 
POST™  

SPACING 

MINIMUM 
INITIAL SAG1 

MAXIMUM TOTAL 
ADDITIONAL SAG 

 (below the top flange) of 
center point of cable at 

rest after fall.* 

SHOCK 
ABSORBER 

OPENED 

MIN. TOP 
FLANGE/ 
WALKING 
SURFACE 
DISTANCE 

FROM 
GROUND** 

50' 4" 22" <30" 10.5' 

40' 3" 22" <30" 10.5' 

30' 3" 16" <35" 10.0 

20' 2" 8" <35" 9.0 

10' 2" 6" <38" 8.0 
 
1 Note that this is the sag during erection and tightening the cable without any load on the 

cable. Once retractors or lanyards, or rope grab systems are hung on the cable the cable will 
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flex downward a small distance depending on the weight of the objects being hung. DO 
NOT READJUST THE CABLES, EVER, AFTER THE FALL ARREST EQUIPMENT IS 
ATTACHED.  

* 220 lb. steel weight representing a 310 lb. human falling, and 310 lb dead weight - 
maximum test performance test per OSHA Subpart M Appendix C and Subpart R 
Appendix G.  
(Lighter persons will sag the cable less) 

 
** Note: in no case did a Guardian Fall Protection shock absorbing lanyard open fully nor did 

a retractor open more than its prescribed maximum stopping distance. In our opinion it is 
reasonable to assume that in an actual fall, no elongation of a shock absorber or a 
retractor greater than the distance shown would be expected. 

 
*** Early in the fall arrest, a falling person is turned upright, and decelerating the entire time - 

once the lanyard (whether a locked retractor or a conventional shock absorbing lanyard) 
becomes taught. The probability of injury reduces remarkably when falling speed is 
decelerated and the body is falling in an upright posture.   

 

 
End of Warnings -  

Instructions begin on the next  
page (6). 
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INSTRUCTIONS for INSTALLING the 
Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ 

System 
 
  
1. Insure that you and all other workers have completely read and thoroughly understand the 

warnings contained herein and on the equipment.  Ask questions of your supervisor or your 
safety department or call toll free to Guardian Fall Protection @800-466-6385 for help.  

 

Your 
supervisor is required to teach you to properly work in a safe manner, and to train you on the 
proper methods of installation of this device, the warnings and these instructions.  

2. The Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ may be spaced up to 50" between posts.  Any 
spacing over 50' must be cleared with the manufacturer and Back Stay Auxiliary Supports 
are required. See supplemental instructions.  

 
3. It is safest to install the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ while concrete beams for 

bridges are on the ground - and then fly the beam up with cranes or other hoists, so the 
system is in place and ready to use immediately after the beam is landed and secured.  In 
the case of piers and concrete columns, it is obvious that the install must be done from the 
top of the pier/column once the concrete is poured and cured.  

 
4. If required to climb on a column, pier, or bridge beam that is in the air, you must use properly 

applied fall arrest equipment using a safety system other than the Bridge & Form Guard 
Safety Post™ system until the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ System is fully installed, 
and reviewed and approved for use by the on site competent person.  

 
5. Someone in authority should have already laid out the placement and spacing of the 

system. Installers should be advised of the proper locations for the Bridge & Form Guard 
Safety Post™ , preferably in writing and with a graphic representation if possible. Make sure 
installers understand.  Information on the concrete strength, the location of cables, electrical 
conduit/boxes, reinforcing bars and strands, other embeds, and an understanding of when 
and where employees will be assigned to work, and number of employees that will be 
needed to work on a fall arrest system,  are all considerations that should have been made 
when laying out the system. (See also 11 (a) though 11 (f) for some considerations planners 
should consider when determining layout of Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ systems.  

 
6. Each wire rope section between 2 posts is a tie off point for up to two persons weighing up 

to 310 lbs per person, per OSHA standards, and each person must use individual safety 
equipment that is rated for one person with maximum fall arrest forces developed of less 
than 900 lbs (using shock absorbers, rope grabs, or retractors for example that are rated at 
900 lbs or less).  The system is rated for two persons that may fall together at one time 
between any two posts. So, more persons can be on the total length of the system, but only 
two can be between any two posts at one time! 
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7. The individual fall protection equipment should be limited in length to limit free fall and should 

contain a fall arrest shock absorber in the system to limit forces on the body to 900 lbs., or 
less.   

 
8. REMINDER – USE ALTERNATE FALL PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES YOU ARE 

EXPOSED TO A FALL, INCLUDING IF YOU ARE EXPOSED WHILE INSTALLING THIS 
FALL PROTECTION SYSTEM!   

 
9. Note: These instructions are not intended to be used by persons that are placing PVC or 

other pipe embeds in wet concrete forms. Concrete workers at precast and cast in place 
concrete operations should be skilled at placing embeds to insure they are plumb and level, 
proper depth, properly closed/sealed to prevent concrete infiltration, and to avoid any 
hazards associated with working on form work, at heights, or with wet concrete and concrete 
pumping and placing equipment, as well as hazards associated with strand tensioning 
operations that are beyond the scope of these instructions. If additional help is needed to 
place the embeds, call Guardian for training. Project structural engineers of record should be 
consulted before placing embeds to insure they allow for changes in locations of rebar, 
drains, lifting eyes, strands, or other features or embedded construction materials.  

 
10. If installation is by PVC pipe embed, that was placed during the concrete pour, the location 

of the posts has been predetermined by your qualified person. The PVC pipe embed ( >3.5" 
i.d. & </= 4.0" i.d.) may be covered with tape or filled with foam which was used to prevent 
concrete infiltration.  Remove tape or foam before beginning to install Bridge & Form Guard 
Safety Post™ . Check the depth of the PVC embed to insure that no concrete has infiltrated 
the pipe from below. Depth must be at least 9" and not more than 12". If the top of the PVC 
tube is sticking up above the top of the concrete, measure from the top of the concrete, not 
the top of the tube - it is the embedment depth of the concrete that regulates depth required 
for supporting the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™. 
a. (Note: Bridge & Form Guard Safety Posts™ are nominally 75" tall, (w/Topper™ 

nominally 89" tall) and the hole depth varies the ultimate height of the end post (with 
the Topper™ ) the cable, and the intermediate posts. Slight elevations changes due 
to fluctuations in hole depth (between 9" and 12") do not affect the performance of 
the system.  

b. Note, If concrete has infiltrated the PVC embed tube, resulting in less than 9" of 
depth in the concrete, it must be removed by drilling, coring, chipping or other method 
that does not break the concrete around the PVC embed. Otherwise, it will be 
necessary to abandon this embed and core a hole for the Bridge & Form Guard 
Safety Post™ or for another PVC embed.  

c. See below for coring instructions if drilling or coring is necessary to fix a problem with 
a PVC embed.  

 
11. Check the distance between PVC pipes to insure that they are not further apart than 50'. If 

the embeds are placed further than 50' your supervisor should be notified. Supplemental 
Instructions from Preferred Safety on Installation of Auxiliary Tie Backs

 

 must be followed.  
Auxiliary Tie Backs are to be installed at the end posts of all cable runs that have any section 
between any two Bridge & Form Guard Safety Posts™ with spacing that is greater than 50'.  
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12. If installation is to be by coring of concrete,  

a. clear the areas on the concrete where a qualified and competent person has 
determined is the best location for the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™.  

b. Determine that the concrete is a minimum 4,000 lb.  It is likely that most structural 
concrete is 4,000 to 6,000 lb.  If the area is some other material, a composite, or 
some other configuration identified in these instructions and warnings, do not install 
the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ – call Preferred Safety Products at 800/301-
3188 and ask for additional engineering and technical assistance.  Additional costs 
will apply.  

c. Determine that the concrete is solid and in good condition and not rotted, 
broken/cracked, or spalling to a degree that the material is substantially weakened.  If 
concrete is not solid and in good condition, do not use the Bridge & Form Guard 
Safety Post™ in this area. 

d. Determine location of rebar or reinforcing strands in precast and pre/post tensioned 
concrete, as well as any other embedded objects such as embeds, conduits, wires, 
heating coils, or any other objects.   Avoid hitting these. 

e. The edge of the core hole or embed should be a minimum of 1'3" from any edge.  
f. In a bulb-tee type bridge beam, which tapers inwardly, the concrete cover (at base of 

embed or core hole) should be ½" to 1" or more or as specified by the bridge or 
structural engineer.  

g. Once determined where the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™  will go, drill the 
core hole 9" to 12" deep in the concrete.  The units are designed to work in minimum 
4000 lb. concrete.  In higher grade concrete the strength increases.  However, do not 
reduce the embedment depth without new engineering. (Note: Bridge & Form Guard 
Safety Post™ are nominally 75" tall, and the hole depth varies the ultimate height of 
the end post (with the Topper™ ) the cable, and the intermediate posts. Slight 
elevations changes due to fluctuations in hole depth (between 9" and 12") do not 
affect the performance of the system.   

h. Competent craftsman should be familiar with and trained in concrete coring hazards. 
This may include, but is not limited to, exercising caution and wear protective 
equipment customary for use when drilling/coring concrete, cleaning concrete,  
and/or working with electric drills (if applicable)  around wet environments.  This 
includes but is not limited to eye, ear, face, respiratory (silica/nuisance dust), hand, 
and head protection.  It is recommended to use water spray on drilling so dust is 
minimized.  

i. Use a safety air chuck (30 psi or less), a vacuum, and/or a brush to clean the hole of 
loose concrete and dust.  

 
13. In the event that drilling fractures the concrete or otherwise does not work well, based on the 

criteria given, it is necessary to abandon that hole, and move at least 1'3" away to start over.  
If this is not practicable, do not use this hole.  Call Guardian Fall Protection @ 800-466-6385 
for technical assistance.  Damage to the concrete structure may also have to be reported to 
your structural engineer of record. Additional nominal cost for engineering services may be 
incurred to make it a useable installation point.  

 
14. Receiver holes – cored or embeds – are now ready to receive the Bridge & Form Guard 

Safety Post™. 
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15. Slip the patented Shock Attenuating Topper™  over the end of the 75" Bridge & Form 

Guard Safety Post™ (75" nominal aluminum end post) that has a 5/8" hole drilled through. 
Align the holes in the base of the Topper™  with the holes in the end of the aluminum end 
post. Slide one washer onto the bolt. Insert the bolt  into the Topper™  through the holes in 
the aluminum end post to and out the other side of the Topper™ . Slide a washer over the 
end of the bolt, and then thread on the Nylock™ (or equal) nut that was supplied with your 
Topper™ . It is not necessary to tighten the nut fully -  only to engage the nut so that at least 
two threads of the bolt are showing beyond the end of the nylon nut.   

 
16. Slip the post  into the receiver/PVC embed hole, and insure it drops down the full intended 

depth,  and then rotate the post  to allow the side of the Topper™  that will have the cable 
attached to align flat towards the direction of the of the safety cable.  

 
17. The furthest point of the system (including any intermediate posts) and the final end post 

that will receive the cable from the first end post installed in item 16 above, should be 
determined and a safety cable at least that length plus about 5 -8 feet extra (for easiest 
installation) should be on hand. (If sized and supplied by Guardian use the appropriate pre-
made cable) If to be cut on site to size, use the bulk spooled 3/8" 7x19 GAC supplied by 
Guardian with your system and cut it to size as indicated, using standard cable cutters. (Do 
not torch cut safety cable.)  
a. In the simplest systems there will be no intermediate post s and only two end post s 

spaced 10-50' apart.  
 
18. In a continuance system, where the cable is longer than between only two end posts an 

intermediate post must be placed within 50' of the end post, and every 50' or less thereafter, 
until reaching the desired end point. Guardian recommends runs of 150-200 feet or less, 
and does not recommend using longer runs than 250'-300' as it is quite difficult to handle, 
install and take down, that much cable and tensioning may be difficult. The system will work  
Insert any intermediate posts in this line by inserting the end of the post  that does not have 
the hole drilled through, into the receiver hole/PVC embed and insure that each drops down 
the full intended depth. Turn the post so the holes face the direction the cable is to be 
installed. Note: DANGER - DO NOT ATTEMPT TO MOUNT A TOPPER TO A TALL (90") 
INTERMEDIATE POLE AND ATTEMPT TO USE IT AS AN END POLE. INTERMEDIATE 
POLES MAY ONLY

 
 BE USED AS INTERMEDIATES.  

19. Insert the final end post similar to instructions instruction 15 and 16 above. Recheck the total 
distance as pointed out in instruction 17 above.  

 
20. Attach the full length of cable as follows. Install one end on the inboard plate of the 

Topper™, as shown in the diagrams attached, using standard rigging practices for a 
termination eye in wire rope, in accordance with the wire rope and wire rope clip 
manufacturer’s instructions. . Install the required amount of wire rope clips (3 are 
recommended by Guardian) and turn back the required amount of ‘tail’ on the wire rope, and 
tighten the wire clips - properly spaced and torqued as noted in the instructions. If using a 
safety shackle at the end of the cables, it can be attached to the cable and then attached to 
the Topper™ or it can be attached to the Topper™ first, and then the cable attached to it as 
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noted above.  
a. If using a pre-made swaged-eye cable end, attach cable to the eye of the Topper™  

plate that is flat-faced nearest the direction of the cable run using a safety shackle 
supplied by Guardian, and tighten the shackle nut.  Pin the shackle nut using a cotter 
pin, spring pin, or hitch key. 

 
21. Insert the loose end of the wire rope into/through both of the two holes in the first 

intermediate post (if any) and sequentially through the two holes in the other intermediate 
posts in line (if any). The cable will droop between each post segment.  

 
22.  Pulling the rope somewhat taught at all the other segments, Adjust the length of the cable 

for the run to be within 6" of the distance* between the two end post s.  (1' if using a 
turnbuckle.) 

 *NOTE: Any “extra” cable can be coiled and secured at one end or field cut after 
connections are made, leaving at least a 3" tail beyond the last wire rope clip. 
However it is more convenient to have a long tail during installation and 
tightening.  

 
23. If using a turnbuckle, open the turnbuckle fully leaving at least three threads showing inside 

the barrel. NOTE:  DO NOT open the turnbuckle too far, threads must show on both sides of 
the barrel at all times. If using a safety shackle, see instruction above for the first end post.  

 
24. If using wire rope clips only, thread wire rope through the eye of the Topper™ plate that is 

flat-faced nearest the direction of the cable run.  Otherwise thread the wire rope through the 
eye/or jaw of the turnbuckle, or the safety shackle, using standard rigging practice. Use a 
minimum of three clips to secure the cable.  Following the wire rope clip manufacturer’s 
guidelines included in this delivery for installation of wire rope clips for spacing and length of 
turn back (tail), install the final wire rope clips (3 recommended).  Do not fully tighten the wire 
rope clips at this point.  

 
25. Now that the wire is attached at both ends, there is likely to be substantial sag between all 

posts -especially on longer runs.  Using two men, one man should loosen the wire rope clips 
installed in Instruction 24 above, while the other man holds the tail of the wire rope. The first 
man should pull on the safety cable and guide it through the eye loop (around the shackle, 
turnbuckle, or Topper™) and through the wire rope clips that are loosened and the second 
man should assist by pulling on the tail. This is a common maneuver for qualified riggers to 
tighten a cable that is to be terminated with wire rope clips. Riggers should wear gloves 
when handling wire rope to avoid pinching and cuts. Once the cable is quite snug. One or 
more of the wire rope clips can be tightened temporarily to hold the safety line.  

 
26. Check the sag in the cable at the center point between the two posts it should be at least as 

much as is shown in the charts in these instructions.  
a. In between any set of posts with the longest spacing, or 50 feet, press down gently 

on the cable using only moderate hand pressure. The adjoining bays between other 
posts should tighten up to nearly horizontal, at which time a measurement should be 
taken to insure that the sag in the bay being measured is at least the amount shown 
in the charts included herein.  
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A. If using a turnbuckle, have worker measure the sag in the cable with a rule while holding 
it down with slight pressure as described above, (see chart in instructions) while another 
worker turns the turnbuckle until the sag is the amount specified in the chart or more.  

 
B. Using a turnbuckle is optional.  We suggest that the potential for a worker over tightening 

the cable, plus the added cost and maintenance of the turnbuckles, outweigh any benefit 
gained in having the turnbuckle, such as in making the final sag adjustments, we feel, 
and most customers surveyed to date agree.  We offer turnbuckles for those that prefer 
them. 

 
!!!!!  DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN THE CABLE !!!!! 
The cable sag is important to allow stretch of the cable and  

to reduce the force on the safety posts! 
 

!!!!!  DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN THE CABLE !!!!! 
The posts will rock or shift inside their receiver holes (PVC embed), and the Topper™ s will rock 

on top of the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™  in the direction of the pull due to allowable 
over sizing of these connections, and the system will be tensioned during the cable tightening 

process. However do not tension beyond the amount shown in the tables, and 

27.  Once the system is finally tensioned, all bolts on wire rope clips and all turnbuckles and 
shackles should be tightened securely with torques as shown on the literature. Turnbuckles 
should be moused with galvanized wire to avoid having any person change the setting. All 
bolts, nuts, and wire rope clips should be inspected along with all other safety equipment 
each shift.  

DO NOT 
TENSION TO A POINT THAT THE UPPER Topper™  PLATES BEND UNDER THE 

TENSION OF THE CABLE.  
 
NOTE: If using 90" Intermediate post s in this Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ system, 

see “Additional Information” attached herein. 
 

 
28. You are now ready to hook a safety lanyard or a retractor to the horizontal cable and use it 

for fall arrest.  Each user should be fully trained in the use of the system its limitations, and 
the procedures for safely performing each of their work tasks. At a minimum this included 
properly wearing an approved safety harness and a safety lanyard not greater than 6' long 
with shock absorbing features that reduce inline forces to less than 900 pounds and limiting 
free fall to 6' or less. 

 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

  
1. When installing a continuance system (for example 4 poles over 145' with the 2 end poles 

with Toppers™  and 2 center poles as intermediates), a 90" Intermediate Post  must be 
used in between two of the 75" End Post. See Instruction 18 above for installation of a 
standard intermediate post.    
a. INTERMEDIATE POSTS CAN NEVER BE CONVERTED TO AN END POST! 
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2. End poles, (75" overall and 90" nominal with a topper attached) may be used as 

intermediates. This may occur when you don’t have enough intermediates to cover your 
planned continuation system. Or, more commonly when an end pole is used temporarily on 
a bridge beam, as an example, and then an adjacent bridge beam is installed, and it is 
desirable to have a continuous cable running from end of one beam, across a 
pier/diaphragm top, to the end of the second beam. This also may occur when laying forms 
and the leading edge continues out past another column where an end post may be 
mounted.  
a. To use an end post as an intermediate, disconnect the termination of the previous 

cable, and feed the end of the longer continuation cable through the eyes of both 
plates of the Topper™ and continue until reaching the desired end post, and connect 
as before.  Note, the end post (with a Topper™ can be used as an intermediate post 

 

BUT THE INTERMEDIATE POST CAN NEVER BE CONVERTED TO AN END 
POST.  

3. If using a Guardian Fall Protection Bridge & Form Guard Pass-Thru™ attachment on the 
top of the 90" Intermediate Posts, see Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post Pass-Thru™ 
Addendum for more information. (Pass-Thru™ attachments are not yet developed as a 
stocking item for the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™ System but may be available for 
special order)  

 
4. Whenever readjusting cables or adding posts or continuation systems, always recheck the 

minimum sag, by testing for sag in the largest bay, as instructed in Instruction 25 and 26 
above. It is allowable to have more sag throughout the system, but not less. Increased sag 
will increase your fall distances slightly, but also reduces forces on the end posts.  
 

3. See chart enclosed for torque values of wire rope nuts as specified by the wire rope clamp. 
 
4. See enclosed drawings which portray a post system fully assembled and other installation 

and parts graphics. 
 
5. When using a longer cable than is necessary, reduce the length of the cable by loosening 

the wire rope nuts and sliding the cable through the facing eye of the Topper plate and 
through the wire rope clips.  Store spare cable by coiling it and hanging it on the end near 
the Bridge & Form Guard Safety Post™.  Always check the torque of the wire rope nuts and 
insure that the clamps are tight. 

 
6. In the event that circumstances require that a post is more than 50' apart from 

another post, it will be necessary to reinforce both the end posts at the ends of the 
run of cable that includes the bay with the extra spacing by use of a Back Stay 
cable. (See sketch attached) Special permission must be obtained from Guardian to 
confirm the allowable use of back stay cables in your situation. Back stay cables are 
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lengths of cable, at least 7' long (eye to eye) with the eye connected to the 
outboard, unused plate of the Topper™ and down at not less than a 45 degree 
angle to a embedded eye, embedded lifting eye, or embedded bar stirrup, rated at 
not less than 10,000 lbs. (ultimate). Do not attach to any open leg rebar, or straight 
upturned rebar. Call Guardian for additional engineering assistance. Additional 
charges will apply.  

 
 
Enclosures: -Drawings/Sketches 
   -Wire Rope Guides  
   A. Conventional Saddle Style 
   B. Fist Grip Style   
 

✯Patents: 6,439,344; 6,688,427B2; 6,763,910; 6,173,809 may apply. Other Patents Pending 
(Applies to all references to “patented” herein.) 
 
Copyright © 2006  -  Entire Contents are Copyrighted by Guardian Fall Protection. All rights 
reserved. No copying or distribution of these instructions are allowed for any purpose except for 
training and management uses of our customers on jobs using the system described herein.    
  
Note and Warning: Guardian Fall Protection reserves the right to change and improve specifications design 
configurations, components and details at any time without notice. Check with Guardian for any newer 
versions of products or instructions or warnings during the life of your product. The product is developed in 
accordance with OSHA standards in effect at the time of manufacturing. Users should remain aware of any 
changes in Safety and Health Laws or Standards in the Jurisdiction in which the user is operating and using 
the Guardian products.  
 
 

– END  –  
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